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Integration of external beam and brachytherapy in the treatment of prostate cancer remains a formidable 
task.  We report a combination treatment of low dose rate (90 Gy) followed by external beam, tailored to 
optimize the tumor dose and minimize the rectal dose while accounting for the delivered implant dose . 
Ultrasound prostate images obtained on the day of the implant were used for planning.  I-125 sources were 
used to deliver 90 Gy to the target (.25 cm expansion).    CT and MR images were obtained 2 weeks after 
the implant.  Post dosimetry was based on CT identified sources positions.  The average D90 was 93 Gy.  
External beam treatments were prescribed to deliver 45 Gy  to the prostate at 1.5 Gy/fx.  A total external 
beam equivalent dose (based on the linear quadratic model) of ≥ 80 Gyeq to the prostate was achieved.  The 
beam orientations and segments were chosen to adhere to the following constraints:  D95 ≥90 Gyeq; Limit 
2cc of the rectal wall to 80 Gyeq and accept 80 Gyeq to 4cc of  rectal wall.  The beam orientations used were 
right and left laterals, posterior superior obliques, and/or inferior obliques.  Part of the prostate was blocked 
in segments during external beam treatment to spare the rectum based on the implant dose. Routine external 
beam equivalent dose of > 90 Gyeq was achieved while respecting rectal tolerance. This competes favorably 
with most aggressive external beam intensity modulation protocols, by taking advantage of the favorable 
biological response of LDR radiation. 
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